
PLAN FOR #YOUSHAPE EVENING 
SECTION: Scouts DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Mins NO OF YOUNG PEOPLE: 20

Time Young People Activity Leader Activity Resources

Beginning 10 Mins Normal Pack Opening – Led by Explorers. None None

Middle 10 Mins 

30 Mins 

10 Mins 

25 Mins

Snowball Game 
Scouts to write down an idea for a game. Screw up the paper 
and throw it across the room. The person receiving it opens 
the paper and writes down a comment. Some Scouts are 
chosen to read out ideas.  

Debate

Split the troop in half. Choose an interesting topic in Scouting 
e.g. uniform in Scouting or role of religion in Scouting. One
group takes ‘pro’ and the other ‘against’. Allow 15 minutes
for discussion and then 2 minute succinct presentation from a
‘spokesperson’ with 2 minute follow up questions allowed for
each side.

‘Snowball’ Fight Game - Continued

Play the game that the Scouts voted on in the ‘Snowball 
game’ at the beginning.   

Explorer Forum

Stick 3 sheets of paper on the wall entitled ‘favourite’, ‘dislike’ 
and ‘repeat’. Explorers are given 3 post it notes. They write 
their ‘favourite’ activity of the term on one post it note and 
stick it to the sheet, ‘dislike’ is for their least favourite and 
‘repeat’ what they would do again. 

Facilitate discussion of ideas 
Come up with a ‘Top 2’ games. 

Leaders to help with discussion, perhaps 
adding a few ideas and helping with 
presentation planning. 

Explorer lead the game  

Leaders to note feedback and adapt 
subsequent programmes based on comments.

Paper, Pens 

Paper, Pens 

Depends on Game Chosen 

Paper, Pens, Post It Notes, 3 
large sheets

Summary/

Close
5 Mins Normal Closure – Led by Explorers None None
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